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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

The globalist cabal that invented and drove the make-believe COVID narrative is facing growing

problems, as holes in the logic just keep getting larger over time. Case in point: The irrational

promotion of vaccine equity.

According to the World Health Organization and other globalist strongholds, the Western world

must sponsor vaccine deliveries to developing nations to make sure everyone has an equal chance

at survival.

The problem is that developing nations with the lowest COVID jab uptakes have fared no worse, and

in some cases far better, than developing countries that greedily "hoarded" shots and boosters for

themselves.

The African Conundrum

According to early predictions, Africa would be decimated by COVID for lack of shots,  yet the

COVID death toll in Africa has remained consistently lower than anywhere else over the past three

years. Everyone feigns surprise. No one can Kgure out why. In August 2020, Science magazine

reported:

"Antibody studies suggest large numbers of infections have occurred but the death toll

remains low ... After testing more than 3,000 blood donors, Uyoga and colleagues

estimated in a preprint  ... that one in 20 Kenyans aged 15 to 64 — or 1.6 million people —

has antibodies to SARS-CoV-2, an indication of past infection.

That would put Kenya on a par with Spain in mid-May  when that country was descending

from its coronavirus peak and had 27,000 oNcial COVID-19 deaths. Kenya's oNcial toll

stood at 100 when the study ended. And Kenya's hospitals are not reporting huge numbers

of people with COVID-19 symptoms."

The situation was still the same in November 2021, when media reported that Africa, where fewer

than 6% of people had received a COVID shot, was among the countries least affected by COVID.

Researchers theorized that "lower rates of urbanization, genetic reasons or exposure to other

diseases may have spared the continent the more lethal effects of the virus."

No one in mainstream media has been willing to address any of the towering elephants in the room,

which include the fact that the COVID shots don't prevent cases or deaths, that natural immunity is

superior, and that COVID-19 was never as lethal a threat as they said it was. Africa gives us real-

world evidence of these facts, yet the globalist cabal still insist that "vaccine equity" is an

imperative goal.

Even though places like Africa didn't have adequate access to COVID shots, and even though they

fared just as well or better than the Western world where COVID shot uptake was high, the cabal

insist we still need to make sure that, next time, Africa will get the same kind of injection coverage

as the rest of the world.

This makes no sense, especially when you consider that the majority of COVID deaths in the U.S.

and elsewhere now occur among those who got the COVID jabs.

But, judging by the last three years, they're not even going to try to make sense of it. Instead, they'll

simply continue to avoid talking about success stories like Africa, where COVID ended up having

little impact — probably due to ultra-low injection rates — and when they do talk about it, it'll

continue to be veiled as a medical mystery.

What's Really Behind the Pressing Need for Vaccine Equity?

Responding to vaccine equity calls from the World Health Organization, PKzer and Moderna both

plan to manufacture COVID shots in Africa "to more e[ciently address vaccination needs on the

continent."

But what's really behind this push for global vaccine equity? If you ask me, it's because vaccines are

an integral part of the totalitarian biosecurity state being set up to control the world's population

using vaccine passports and digital identity.

There's also compelling evidence to suggest vaccines will be used to drive a Malthusian-based

depopulation agenda. Naturally, the eugenicists behind COVID and the COVID shots would not want

developing nations like Africa to escape this global dragnet.

New Wave of Fear-Porn to Drive Vaccination Uptake

While wholly ignoring the African experience, U.S. media are now trying to scare people into taking

additional shots for fall by warning of an incoming "tripledemic" of COVID, ?u and respiratory

syncytial virus (RSV). As fear of COVID variants is wearing off, perhaps fear of three simultaneous

viral threats will re-stoke the ]ames of paranoia? As reported by STAT News November 22, 2022:

"A viral hurricane is making landfall on health care systems battered by three pandemic

years. With the oNcial start of winter still weeks away, pediatric hospitals are facing

crushing caseloads of children sick with RSV and other viral illnesses.

Schools that promised a 'return to normal' now report widespread absences and even

closures from RSV and Uu in many parts of the country, contributing to parents missing

work in record numbers.

With this year's Uu season beginning some six weeks early, the CDC has already declared a

Uu epidemic as hospitalizations for inUuenza soared to the highest point in more than a

decade. A storm of these proportions should demand not only crisis clinical measures, but

also community prevention efforts."

In other words, expect renewed calls for masks, social distancing, lockdowns and the canceling of

holiday get-togethers where people might share wrongthink and love for humanity in equal

measure. And, of course, expect massive COVID booster and ]u shot campaigns, and shaming of

those who decide to abstain.

The Problem With the Tripledemic Narrative

The problem with the tripledemic narrative is that it's scientiKcally implausible. Those with little or

no understanding of how viruses work might fall into the trap of thinking that if one virus is bad, two

or three circulating at the same time will be far worse. But it's not that linear in real life.

In a November 18, 2022, Science magazine article, Jon Cohen explained why a simultaneous

tripledemic is unlikely:

"Triple threat. Tripledemic. A viral perfect storm. These frightening phrases have

dominated recent headlines as some health oNcials, clinicians, and scientists forecast that

SARS-CoV-2, inUuenza, and respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) could surge at the same time

in Northern Hemisphere locales that have relaxed masking, social distancing, and other

COVID-19 precautions.

But a growing body of epidemiological and laboratory evidence offers some reassurance:

SARS-CoV-2 and other respiratory viruses often 'interfere' with each other.

Although waves of each virus may stress emergency rooms and intensive care units, the

small clique of researchers who study these viral collisions say there is little chance the

trio will peak together and collectively crash hospital systems the way COVID-19 did at the

pandemic's start.

'Flu and other respiratory viruses and SARS-CoV-2 just don't get along very well together,'

says virologist Richard Webby, an inUuenza researcher at St. Jude Children's Research

Hospital. 'It's unlikely that they will circulate widely at the same time.'

'One virus tends to bully the others,' adds epidemiologist Ben Cowling at the University of

Hong Kong School of Public Health. During the surge of the highly transmissible Omicron

variant of SARS-CoV-2 in Hong Kong in March, Cowling found that other respiratory viruses

'disappeared … and they came back again in April' ...

Recent advances in technology ... make it easier to detect infections in people and study

how multiple viruses behave ... Increasingly, researchers are dngering a cause: chemical

messengers that infected people produce called, dttingly, interferons.

When a respiratory virus sweeps through a community, interferons can broadly raise the

body's defenses and temporarily erect a population wide immune barrier against

subsequent viruses that target the respiratory system.

'Basically, every virus triggers the interferon response to some extent, and every virus is

susceptible to it,' says immunologist Ellen Foxman at Yale University, who has been

exploring interference between SARS-CoV-2 and other viruses in a laboratory model of the

human airway.

Rhinoviruses, which cause common colds, can trip up inUuenza A (the most prevalent Uu

virus). RSV can bump rhinoviruses and human metapneumoviruses. InUuenza A can thwart

its distant cousin inUuenza B.

'There are a lot of major health implications from viral interference,' says Guy Boivin, a

virologist at Laval University who co-authored a review  on viral interference earlier this

year ...

Unlike other immune responses — antibodies, for example — that target specidc pathogens

an animal has seen in the past, this nonspecidc, rapid response [of interferon] is part of

what's known as the immune system's innate arm."

COVID Shots Likely Responsible for Soaring RSV Rates in Kids

In related news, evidence suggests RSV didn't soar out of season for no reason. In fact, it appears

to be a result of the pediatric COVID jab campaign. Documents from PKzer's and Moderna's

pediatric trials submitted to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration reveal the injected group

suffered higher rates of RSV, speciKcally, compared to controls.

“ Moderna's trial involving 2- to 5-year-olds found
RSV was four times more prevalent among
children in the jabbed group compared to the
unjabbed.”

Moderna's trial involving 2- to 5-year-olds found RSV was four times more prevalent among children

in the jabbed group compared to the unjabbed:

"Within 28 days after vaccination, some respiratory tract-related infections were reported

with greater frequency in the mRNA-1273 group than in the placebo group. Events of

pneumonia were reported by 0.3% and 0% of mRNA-1273 and placebo recipients,

respectively. Respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) was reported by 0.4% and <0.1% of mRNA-

1273 and placebo recipients, respectively."

The same pattern was found in the 6- to 11-year-old trial, where RSV affected 0.3% of those who

got the jab, and zero percent among controls. Children who got the jab were also more likely to

contract some kind of upper respiratory tract infection (3.9% compared to 2.5%).

PKzer's pediatric trial had similar results. Among 6-month-olds to 4-year-olds, RSV bronchiolitis

was reported in Kve participants, compared to three in the control group. Is the U.S. Centers for

Disease Control investigating this pattern? We'll see.

The Informed Consent Action Network (ICAN) has sent a letter to CDC director Dr. Rochelle

Walensky, requesting data on how many of the children with positive RSV tests had received a

COVID shot prior to their diagnosis.

Take Control of Your Family's Health This Winter Season

While in]uenza, RSV and COVID can be problematic and dangerous for certain high-risk individuals,

the overall risks associated with them are negligible for most. Just think back in your life — how

many times have you had a cold or ]u? How many people do you know who died from a cold or ]u?

At this point, the vast majority of people have also had COVID, and are here to attest to its

nonlethality. Unfortunately, those who have gotten several COVID shots are now in the high-risk

category and may in fact experience more severe COVID infection. For the unjabbed, the latest

variants pose exceptionally low risk. They may also be more susceptible to other respiratory

infections. Among children, this includes RSV.

Keeping your and your children's immune system strong is the best way to protect your family this

fall and winter, and there are many effective ways to do that. Here's a short-list of some of the most

important ones. For more details, follow the hyperlinks provided.

• Optimize your vitamin D level — Higher levels of vitamin D have been shown to decrease your

risk of developing a severe case of, and dying from, COVID-19. Vitamin D supplementation has

also been shown to reduce your risk of colds  and in]uenza,  as it boosts your innate

immunity.

• Nebulized peroxide — Start at the very Krst sign of any respiratory infection, preferably on the

Krst day. The longer you wait the less effective it will be, which is why you need to have the

nebulizer and solution locked and loaded and ready to use the moment you notice the Krst

symptom.

• Time-restricted eating (TRE) and intermittent fasting — Both have been linked to less severe

COVID infection.

• Immune-boosting nutraceuticals such as vitamin C, quercetin with zinc and N-acetylcysteine

(NAC) — Zinc is a potent broad-spectrum antiviral and quercetin helps transport it into the cell,

where it's needed. Vitamin C is also a premiere treatment for many infections and helps boost

overall immune function.

NAC, meanwhile, is a precursor to reduced glutathione, which appears to play a crucial role in

COVID-19 speciKcally. BeneKts of NAC include inhibiting expression of proin]ammatory

cytokines, improving T cell response and inhibiting the hypercoagulation that can result in

stroke and/or blood clots that impair the ability to exchange oxygen in the lungs.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,128 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Swaths of the African continent take IVERMECTIN on a preventative basis. Since parasitic diseases are endemic in sub-Saharan Africa,

people have been taking ivermectin for years. In fact, Ivermectin was awarded the Nobel Prize in 2015 for protection against parasitic

diseases plaguing Third World countries. Ivermectin is very cheap there, but here in the U.S. the cost of the human version has gone way

up (like $5 a pill). My aunt is 180lbs and paid approximately $150.00 for a 5-day supply of ivermectin when she got Covid in January 2022

(she’s 60 & unvaccinated).The coronavirus is real - it hit her hard after a week & other people that I know (vaccinated & unvaccinated

alike).

My mother (who got 2 PKzer shots against my wishes) still got Covid in November 2021 & started having a hard time breathing after a

week. At that time, I didn’t know how to get the human version of ivermectin. Then she remembered her father’s advice back home on a

farm in Colombia. Wash your nose with very salty distilled water. So my Mom boiled water for 5 minutes, let it cool, added a lot of salt,

and proceeded to rinse her nasal passages with it. She did that a few times each day, and by the 2nd day of doing that, her breathing

returned to normal! The saline distilled water killed the coronavirus in the mucus membranes of her nasal passages, thus stopping the

viral replication.

In fact, when my sister got a sinus infection, she followed suit and got better without antibiotics. I later learned that a lot of people that I

personally knew were using horse ivermectin as a preventative for $10 - I wish I knew that earlier for my Mom! Only caveat: One friend

went to Tractor & Supply and asked where the horse ivermectin. The store clerk asked who it was for, and she said that it was for her, so

they denied selling it to her. So I want to give you a heads up not to ask any store employees - just go straight to the horse section of

Tractor Supply and buy it. Look up online correct human dosage!
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Thanks, Elizabeth for giving Hope. Good point about Africa. Also, air pollution is a big factor in the Covid infection, and this is less

in rural Africa. We can see that in North Italy got more pollution that the South because of more heavy industry than the South, and

so a much higher percentage people died in the North from Covid. In Spain we see higher % died in the car polluted air in Madrid

than in Asturias with its clean sea air. Another factor that helps Africans is they eat less junk food and food without pesticides, so

they are healthier. Round Up (glyphosate) is found in 80% of US urine samples

theplantstrongclub.org/2022/11/30/roundup-found-in-80-of-us-urine-samp..  Glyphosate steals (chelates) the zinc that you need

to protect you against virus infection.

Another factor that is overlooked is that Lactoferrin Helps Against COVID-19. New video from dr Mobeen with title > > Lactoferrin

Potentially Helps Against COVID-19 < < (video links get messed up by Mercola site). Under the video he has links to the studies.

See this link, which is a picture that shows the 3 ways how Lactoferrin works to stop Covid-19.

www.frontiersin.org/Kles/Articles/992733/fnut-09-992733-HTML-r1/image..  Lactoferrin is FDA approved, and you can buy it as

supplement.

Another video by Dr Cameron Jones has in the description box a very interesting summary about Lactoferrin against Covid. To see

how to get Lactoferrin go to 18 min. The name of the video is > > Lactoferrin and Covid - What You Need To Know < < Lactoferrin

has many beneKts, keeps in]ammation by IL-6 in check, which is also important with Covid. Lactoferrin is also used to heal the gut

lining and in cancer treatment. Lactoferrin is found in colostrum, which some people use for gut healing to improve in]ammation,

like in autism.
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Thank you Elizabeth and PETE for your referrals. Big Pharma, Big Teg, Big Money, and government institutions in coexistence with

the Great Reset guidelines. they are murdering people by rejecting the early and preventative treatments of true science.

MIRACULOUS RECOVERY OF HYPOXEMIC COVID-19 PATIENTS WITH IVERMECTIN. Unhooking Spike Hemagglutinated Red Blood

Cells. By Peter A. McCullough, MD, MPH Former NIH investigator David Scheim, PhD, early in the pandemic proposed that the

SARS-CoV-2 Spike protein acted like a grappling hook, binding circulating red blood cells into long chains and clumps in a process

called hemagglutination.

. This explained why red blood cells could not carry oxygen normally and was consistent with the Knding of microblood clots in the

lungs. Additional support for this mechanism has recently been provided by Boschi et al. In a spectacular publication, Stone et al,

describe the prompt improvement of oxygenation in patients with ivermectin.

petermcculloughmd.substack.com/p/miraculous-recovery-of-hypoxemic?utm_..  (01/12/2022).- ---THE GLOBAL

DISINFORMATION CAMPAIGN AGAINST IVERMECTIN - THE "BLITZ" The "Blitz" is a Big Pharma Disinformation tactic deKned as

"harassing scientists who speak out with results or views inconvenient for industry."

pierrekory.substack.com/p/the-global-disinformation-campaign-187  (11/06/2022) .---- THE PUBLICATION OF FRAUDULENT

IVERMECTIN TRIALS BY THE HIGH IMPACT MEDICAL JOURNALS - PART 1

pierrekory.substack.com/p/the-publication-of-fraudulent-ivermectin?utm..  (10/19/2022) THE PUBLICATION OF FRAUDULENT

IVERMECTIN META-ANALYSES AND EDITORIALS BY THE HIGH-IMPACT MEDICAL JOURNALS: PART 2

pierrekory.substack.com/p/the-publication-of-fraudulent-ivermectin-da1..  (10/23/2022)
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Hi Pete, I didn’t know that Glyphosate (Roundup) depletes the body of zinc!! All the more reason for all Americans to take 50mg of

zinc every day as a prophylactic. Having said that, Europe doesn’t allow Glyphosate, and they still got hit hard by Covid. Also there

are polluted cities in Africa like Lagos & Nairobi, where car emissions restrictions are not as strict. It leads me to believe that

Ivermectin is the single factor that explains the huge disparity in hospitalization and deaths between Africa and the rest of the

world. Keep in mind that Africans still contend with parasitic diseases despite a relatively healthier diet than US & Europe (Asian

diet is healthy too).

Which leads to how I fended off Covid Delta variant personally in August 2021. I’m not vaccinated & I also assiduously wore masks

inside public places. I didn’t even eat inside a restaurant for 1.5 years at that point. But I still got it. My only symptom was that I

couldn’t breathe very well. I don’t have asthma or any past respiratory problem so this freaked me out. A few months prior, I was

trying to Kgure out how to get a natural remedy to attack Covid. I then realized that Hydroxychloroquine and Ivermectin shared

something in common - they’re both anti-parasitic. Then I Kgured that the coronavirus was indeed a product of gain of function

research.

Therefore, it was possible that parasitic traits were added to this virus. So I found 3 foods that were anti-parasitic & anti-viral: 1)

Oregano Oil; 2) Cloves; 3) Raw Garlic. So I started carrying Oregano Oil in my purse (most logistically feasible) plus Vitamins C &

D3, aspirin, Magnesium, MSM, and Zinc. Fast forward to Aug. 2021, when I started breathing badly, I took all of that. I did so each

time my breathing problems recurred over 4 days. By the 5th day, I was Kne! Back then I was working from home throughout the

pandemic so I was really afraid when mask mandates stopped. However, I’m working now at a school unmasked & haven’t gotten

Covid!
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Thanks Elizabeth, you seem to have a healthy immune system. In some EU countries glyphosate is banned, but in most countries

not. Just yesterday I read that the EU has extended the Glyphosate license to the end of 2023

www.politico.eu/article/glyphosate-license-extended-to-end-of-2023/  Glyphosate not only depletes the body also depletes zinc

and magnesium etc. in plants (crops) that we eat. Also, glyphosate kills soil bacteria that produces nutrients that plants take up. *

* * Dr. Stephanie Seneff has this to say about Vitamin D (which is actually a hormone) and COVID: Multiple studies have shown that

glyphosate suppresses CYP enzyme activity.

This would prevent vitamin D from getting activated. (You need the activated form against Covid and for that conversion you need

magnesium and zinc) It doesn't surprise me that vitamin D deKciency is linked to an increased risk of getting COVID, because

vitamin D is very important for maintaining strong innate immunity. www.momsacrossamerica.com/vitamin_d_deKciency
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THE FALSE, SINISTER, AND DUPLICITOUS STATEMENTS OF THE TOGETHER IVERMECTIN TRIAL INVESTIGATORS. Front Line

COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance (FLCCC) President Pierre Kory, MD, MPA Numerous disturbing, inconsistent, and false statements

have been collected and documented by multiple researchers, journalists, and observers in communication with the TOGETHER

trial investigators. Pierre Kory, MD, MPA, states how headlines are around the world and the NIH has quietly changed its

recommendation from neutral to against the use of ivermectin which is a mass detonation bomb of what could have been a public

health policy that would change the world and save lives.

Possibly the largest Knancial con]ict of interest of any trial to date. Disclosed con]icts of interest include: PKzer, Merck, Bill &

Melinda Gates Foundation, Australian Government, Global Health Drug Development, Novaquest, Regeneron, AstraZeneca, Daichi

Sankyo, Commonwealth Science and Research Organization, and Card Research. Many con]icts of interest appear to go

unreported. pierrekory.substack.com/p/the-false-sinister-and-duplicitous?s=r  (05/30(2020) Dr. Pierre Kory warned that the Biden

administration should not pay Merck for a COVID-19 drug "that has already failed in hospitalized patients." Instead, he called for

the "low-cost, safe and widely available" ivermectin with its history of e[cacy against the disease.

Molnuvirapir receives the green light from the FDA, it will be the second antiviral treatment approved for COVID-19. In October

2020, the US regulator approved Gilead Sciences' remdesivir for hospitalized patients. However, the FDA recorded twice the

number of adverse events and more than four times the number of deaths from remdesivir compared to ivermectin.

www.theepochtimes.com/us-spending-1-2-billion-on-mercks-covid-19-treat..  (06/17/ 2022)
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The pharmaceutical MaKa and government institutions have promoted the genocide of "vaccines", they are the ones that are Klling

the hospitals, the ones that despise natural immunity, the ones that promote ADE, who get fully vaccinated people are basically

undergoing a process immune wear and tear very similar to that of an AIDS patient. All this would have been written before there

were vaccines available, it is the plandemis that the globalist elites had arranged for the Great Reset, for the technocracy that

leads to transhumanism. In the meantime, cheap, safe and effective ivermectin remains taboo now that doctors are being

threatened with dismissal for prescribing it to their patients.

It is the largest scam in US history, supported by Fauci in the fate of a country with global in]uence. A section of the leaked

military document reveals that ivermectin was "identiKed as curative in April 2020" because it "works in all phases of the disease

by inhibiting viral replication and modulating the immune response." The government fully knows and admits, at least to other

members of the government, that ivermectin is a covid cure that has been kept out of reach of the American people for political

and eugenic reasons.

www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/hidden-military-documents-reveal-nih-intent..  (12/01/2022).--- STUDY: IVERMECTIN REDUCES

COVID DEATH RISK BY 92%. Los hallazgos concuerdan con los del Dr. Harvey Risch, un estimado epidemilogo de la Facultad de

Medicina de Yale que testiKc ante el Senado que la ivermectina y la hidroxicloroquina (HCQ) podran haber salvado miles, o incluso

millones, de vidas que se perdieron innecesariamente al no usar estos medicamentos.

fda.news/2022-09-02-study-ivermectin-reduces-covid-death-risk-92percen..  (09/02/2022)
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PETE more on lactoferrin. Lactoferrin, a multifunctional cationic glycoprotein synthesized by exocrine glands and neutrophils, has

in vitro antiviral activity against SARS-CoV-2. Liposomal lactoferrin (fBL) has four pleiotropic activities: chelation of two ferric ions

per molecule, interaction with anionic compounds, entry into the nucleus, and modulation of iron and in]ammatory homeostasis.

The ability of BLf to chelate two ferric ions per molecule in]uences bacterial and viral replication and hinders the formation of

reactive oxygen species. The binding of BLf to anionic compounds on the surface is associated with the protection of the host

against bacterial and viral adhesion and entry, related to its anti-in]ammatory function.

The ability of BLf to restore iron homeostasis, disturbed by viral infection and in]ammation, is associated with its ability to chelate

iron, decrease iron overload, decrease interleukin (IL)-6 levels, and modulate expression. of iron proteins. Iron homeostasis is

maintained through the expression of some iron proteins, such as transferrin, ferroportin, hepcidin, and ferritin. Disorders of iron

homeostasis, induced by infection and in]ammation, increase intracellular iron concentration, thus favoring viral replication.

Furthermore, BLf appears to modulate plasminogen activation and control the coagulation cascade with remarkable

antithrombotic activity, a very common complication of SARS-CoV-2 infection. COVID-19 patients treated with liposomal fBL had

an earlier and signiKcant outcome compared with COVID-19 patients with standard of care treatment. In patients treated with BLf,

a signiKcant decrease in serum ferritin, IL-6, and D-dimer levels was observed. These observations led us to positively assess the

potential role of BLf in the treatment of patients with mild to moderate COVID-19. and asymptomatic www.mdpi.com/.../10985

 (2021)
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Thanks, GUI, for addition * This is scary. They can add nanoparticles to food, so you don't know you eat them, and they can change

your genes, control your brain. twitter.com/.../1597213478892503040   * * * Wuhan Lab Whistleblower’ Blows the Lid Off Covid

Origins Story, Claims U.S. Handed China Bioweapons Technology’

beckernews.com/wuhan-lab-whistleblower-blows-the-lid-off-covid-origins..   Judicial Watch: Defense Department Records Reveal

U.S. Funding of Anthrax Laboratory Activities in Ukraine www.judicialwatch.org/dod-records-anthrax-lab  So now we got two

proofs that forbidden bio-weapon research was done, and in these illegal activities Biden's son was involved.
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Scientists Struggle to Explain Why COVID Spared Unjabbed
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

“Vaccine equity” remains high on the global cabal’s list of priorities, even though

real-world evidence shows the COVID shots have done more harm than good

*

Africa, where fewer than 6% of people have received the COVID jab, have maintained

an extremely low COVID-19 death rate throughout the last three years, likely because

they didn’t have equal access to experimental COVID injections

*

While wholly ignoring the African experience, U.S. media are now trying to scare

people into taking additional shots for fall by warning of an incoming “tripledemic” of

COVID, ]u and respiratory syncytial virus (RSV)

*

The tripledemic narrative is scientiKcally implausible. Respiratory viruses tend to interfere with each other’s spread, such that one typically

ends up dominating

*

PKzer’s and Moderna’s pediatric trials both found RSV infection was more prevalent among children who got their COVID jabs than those

who didn’t

*
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where are the billboards, commercials, or any kind of public messaging exposing IVERMECTIN REDUCES COVID DEATH RISK BY

92%? Instead, we have the false dogma get your safe and effective Jabs, stop the spread, while the offending parties ]oat trial

messages asking for forgiveness.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/6/2022 5:07:42 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Elizabeth, about your reference to garlic. Supplemental sources of cysteine include alpha lipoic acid and N-acetyl-L-cysteine

(NAC). Effective supplemental sources of selenocysteine include selenium yeast and Se-methyl-selenocysteine (SeMSC).

Compared to selenocysteine, selenomethionine is abundant in nature, but less useful. Selenomethionine is randomly incorporated

into proteins instead of methionine, making it unavailable for incorporation into selenium-containing enzymes where it is needed.

Cancer clinical studies using selenomethionine have yielded negative results, while those using MSC have produced positive

results. Alliums and crucifers are unique in many ways, including their ability to produce SeMSC.

When GSH levels drop, vitamin D levels drop; and vitamin D levels can be improved by increasing cysteine and GSH. Together,

glutathione and selenoproteins form a strong intracellular defense network against excess oxidation. This is important because

cellular oxidation leads to tissue in]ammation, which leads to organ dysfunction and disease. After studying kidney,

cardiovascular and neurological function in more than 150,000 "long covid" patients, Dr. Al-Aly concluded: Viral infection

accelerates the aging process in people."

A solid nutritional foundation, including vitamins C and D, niacin, cysteine and selenocysteine, can help return the body to a

reducing state. Selenoproteins are also involved in immune function, protecting nucleic acids (DNA and RNA) and maintaining a

healthy balance between clotting and anticoagulation through interactions with von Willebrand factor and endothelial cells. To

improve cysteine and selenocysteine levels: garlic, yellow onions, cruciferous vegetables including kale, collards, Brussels sprouts,

broccoli, cauli]ower. PROTECTING AGAINST VIRUSES AND OTHER THREATS TO WELLNESS: THE ROLES OF CYSTEINE AND

SELENOCYSTEINE. by Michael Passwater www.orthomolecular.org/.../v18n30.shtml  (11/18/2022)

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/6/2022 5:55:41 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Thanks PETE, more bioweapons. In 2014, a patent was Kled with the United States Patent and Trademark O[ce (USPTO)

describing the future, which is now the present, of chemical and biological warfare. Titled "Toxic Mosquito Aerial Release System,"

the patent, which was issued as US8967029B1, describes a system for spraying biological, chemical, or other materials using

"remotely-operable unmanned aerial vehicles." Evidence has emerged suggesting that US-NATO led bioweapons operations are, in

fact, taking place in and around Ukraine, and that Russia's efforts there are aimed at dismantling this biological threat to the world.

. Russia's Permanent Representative to the United Nations, Vassily Nebenzia, revealed troubling information in a recent speech

about what he described as "unmanned aerial vehicles equipped with 30-liter containers and equipment that can be used to spray

bioagents." It appears that the United States may be trying to drop airborne biological weapons on Russian troops to kill them and

prevent Vladimir Putin's “special operation” in Ukraine from achieving victory. russiaun.ru/.../271022_nb  .----

pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/patent/US-8967029-B1#section=Important-Dates

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/6/2022 6:30:28 AM
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Xmen44
Joined On 4/26/2016 4:24:04 AM
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For REAL Ivermectin kvsupply.com They have single dose, 6 pack and 12 pack. $8.99 for one dose. Right now, they have 20% of

your order. I bought Ivermectin(it is now Duramectin but same exact formula as Ivermectin just different ]avor) from them in May

of 2021 when I was hit by something awful!! I tried HCQ 10 days in and it did not work. I found out later that HCQ must be Krst

taken with 24-48 hours of onset. Then I bought one box of the paste from Amazon(too sick to travel out). I watched tutorials online

from people who took this version in Europe. Prescription Ivermectin is not allowed in Europe. Within twelve hours of the initial

dose I felt nearly 100% better.

I Knished the tube and was cured. I also ordered one initial dose of Ivermectin tablet for future use from Americas Frontline

Doctors who called it into my local CVS in Georgia. A very interesting thing happened to me when I went to pick up the order. When

I notiKed them of the pick up in person, there was a slight delay as one of the techs went to the pharmacist and he looked at me

and nodded his head to her. On the way out, he stopped me as he was about the give two covid shots and asked me did I run into a

new covid variant? I told him I ran into something very bad and used the paste and this was the only thing that had worked.

He told me that if the entire country used this med, then covid would cease to exist in a few months. This was the end of May,

2021. I initially knew about covid because I had read about India distributing it to every household in 12 provinces where a terrible

outbreak was killing people at a very alarming rate. This was March of 2021. The Ivermectin blow up in MSM did not occur until

October 2021 when the fear porn was launched. So, the moral to the story, get the Ivermectin paste. It could save your life in the

coming months with the new war unleashed upon us.
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Also, the prevalence of the dis ease can be directly related to the availability of FIVE GEE. Less in rural and underdeveloped areas.
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Worth reiterating the fact that the dis ease is more prevalent in urban and developed areas WHERE FIVE GEE is present.
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I got a Novage because I have had sinus infections in the past and every time the harvest soy beans and corn. I have trouble

breathing so get my Novage outa each time and use one saline packet. Cheaper than going to the dr or hospital. i also use

peppermint or euclyptus essential oils, just a drop rubbed on end of nostrils opens sinus up.  Ivermectin, either don't ask or just lie,

say for my horse.
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” Therefore, it was possible that parasitic traits were added to this virus.” Elizabeth hope I have believed this for over two years

That the CCP had likely modiKed/ a virus/parasite. Parasites can carry viruses journals.asm.org/.../spectrum.00138-22  What

ba~es me is how foolish/reckless the medical professionals—(Fauci, Collins etc) were in collaborating’ with the Wuhan lab in

Communist China in this research which was dangerous to begin with. It makes as much sense as hiring pedophiles to run a day

care center. Why was there no apparent thought given to the potential the CCP would have its own scientists/DRs’ in the Wuhan

lab. I would like to see one reporter ask Fauci if he thought it was possible the CCP had embedded nefarious scientists’ in the lab.
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About 15-20 years ago, my late wife and I bred the original Spanish Colonial Mustangs, (not BLM gradehorse mustangs), direct

descendents of ancient Iberian horses, sanctioned, registered, and pedigreed by the Spanish Mustang Registry, of Oshoto, WY,

founded in the mid 1950s by Bob Brislawn and family, for the purpose of preserving the original, undiluted Spanish breed.

http://www.spanishmustang.org/  Anyway, at our peak, we had up to 18 horses and foals in our 'herd' (actually band), so my wife

sought out an economical way to purchase deworming medicine. She eventually discovered that the particular HORSE brand (???

can't recall) that we were buying locally, had the same exact ingredients and formulation on the label as the larger sized cow

version package, so she mail-ordered a full case of the cow version from a vet supplier in KS, as I recall, and saved a lot of money. I

cannot say with any certainty that all ivermectin producers have identical recipe ingredients between equine and bovine versions,

so if you want to buy an economical large version of ivermectin, for whatever reason, make sure to compare the two bovine and

equine packages' ingredient lists from the SAME producer. Could be good for large families to share.
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ElizabethHope/GUI- The answer to why people who did not get the jab and were spared Covid can easily be found. We need to

check people's nutrient level and compare them to those with Covid who had or did not get the jab. Checking Vit

D/zinc/melatonin/B12/selenium/magnesium levels/etc on the unjabbed would give an indication on how well their immune

system is. Then check what medications they are on which can deplete essential nutrients including PPI'S which became OTC just

a few years before the start of Covid. Statins were pushed for a number of years before and they reduce CoQ10 levels (think long

haul). If this was done on purpose as many think it would be best to weaken as many people as possible and then introduce a

somewhat mild pathogen that would affect the weak and frail Krst.

There is a reason why children were mostly spared since they are not on multiple meds for years on end except for a few. Look at

the pushed upon the public a few years prior and see how many people were depleted of necessary nutrients for a healthy immune

system. There is a common link why the elderly suffered the most and it could be as simple as low B12 and Vit D.

www.hra.nhs.uk/planning-and-improving-research/application-summaries/r..
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Good medicine, fvtomasch. The Pharmaconutrition of Vitamin B12 for COVID-19 review studied the effects of high-dose parenteral

vitamin B12 in Covid-19 patients with ARDS due to sepsis or septic shock. The conclusions were that B12 represents a new and

promising therapy for these cases. “The anti-in]ammatory and antioxidant properties of vitamin B12 and transcobalamins can

modulate systemic in]ammation, which contributes to the cytokine cascade that leads to ARDS. Vitamin B12 deKciency and

depletion are common worldwide, particularly among vegetarians and the elderly, being more prevalent in poorer populations.

Approximately 30% of people age 60 and older are believed to have a deKciency, and more than 1.8 million older Americans are

estimated to be at risk for deKciency ( Vitamin B12 has the ability to regulate the production of in]ammatory cytokines, inhibit

intracellular peroxide production, maintain intracellular glutathione (GSH) levels, and prevent cell apoptosis- Vitamin B12 could

contribute to the etiology of ARDS, particularly when it is due to infection.

The antioxidant properties of vitamin B12 involve a reaction with reactive oxygen (ROS) and nitrogen (RNS) free radicals, exerting

a GSH-sparing effect on antioxidants and inducing a stress response. There is also evidence that vitamin B12 downregulates

levels of NF-B, which may be an important signaling molecule for vitamin B12 deKciency. Furthermore, methylcobalamin is

capable of suppressing the production of IL-6. In human serum and cerebrospinal ]uid, low levels of vitamin B12 were associated

with a concomitant increase in the neurotoxic TNF- and a decrease in epidermal growth factor (EGF). In addition, Weinberg et al.

demonstrated that hydroxycobalamin (OH-B12) may play a role in modulating nitric oxide synthase function and nitric oxide (NO)

synthesis in vivo.
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Pernicious anemia is characterized by vitamin B12 deKciency and consequently low GSH levels. In patients with sepsis or septic

shock, GSH levels decline rapidly, but vitamin B12 supplementation has a GSH-sparing effect, increasing the cytosolic

bioavailability of the antioxidant. This, in turn, promotes the conversion to GSSG, and generates the hydrogen selenide (H2Se)

necessary for the synthesis of selenocysteine and selenoproteins, such as glutathione peroxide (GPx). Vitamin B12 may also play

a direct role in immune defense and in]ammation through a bacteriostatic function of TCS, which is capable of modulating the

in]ammatory response.

Given its role as an antioxidant and anti-in]ammatory, B12 may protect against multiple organ dysfunction by modulating the

activity of certain cytokines, growth factors, and other substrates. It follows that high-dose intravenous or intramuscular injections

could be used in a novel strategy against ARDS in COVID-19 patients.

revistanutricionclinicametabolismo.org/public/site/187_Revision_Hardy_..  (2021)f

revistanutricionclinicametabolismo.org/index.php/nutricionclinicametab..  (2021)
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PETE, also: KONNECH CEO LINKED FOUNDATION FLEW HARVARD'S CHARLES LIEBER TO CHINA Eugene Yu was an “o[cer” on

the “Knance committee” of the American Zhu Kezhen Education Foundation, which awarded Dr. Charles Lieber an all-expenses

paid trip to Zhejiang University in 2002. On January 28, 2020, U.S. federal authorities arrested Charles Lieber of Harvard University

on charges of misleading the Department of Defense and the National Institutes of Health about his connections to China’s

Thousand Talents Plan. Thousand Talents is the most prominent of more than 200 similar initiatives China uses as part of its

overseas program to acquire foreign technology and intellectual property.

kanekoa.substack.com/p/konnech-ceo-linked-foundation-]ew?utm_source=s..  (11/18/2022)
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You can get ivermectin on Amazon too; Duramectin paste and Durvet Ivermectin gel (apple ]avored, tastes like perfume to me!)

and 500ml liquid injectible Noromectin. Works like a charm, along with nebulized peroxide. For the paste and gel, the plunger is

notched, use 2.5 notches for a 100lb person. For the liquid, squirt it into liquid and drink it. 1ml per 100lb person. Please double

check these. My husband and I used the gel and paste at that dose.
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It's not the virus nor the disease I fear, it's the bureaucrats and the busybodys.
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Yes, Tracy. Remember this statement that Barbara Loe Fisher wrote in an authoritative and powerful article, the philosophy called

"utilitarianism" underlies both the Nazi war crimes against humanity and the modern scientiKc totalitarianism of the United States

that is pushing toxic vaccines to children and adults . As Fisher explains: America today is in reality a "culture war" waged by the

most irrational and intellectually dishonest Big Pharma agents, bloggers and journalists ever witnessed in recent memory. These

"vaccine pushers" ignore the real science and use grossly dishonest scare tactics, social shaming, and outright lies about scientiKc

facts to demonize informed parents and attempt to criminalize those who ask intelligent, scientiKc questions about the vaccine.

vaccine safety. www.nvic.org/newsletter/mar-2015/the-vaccine-culture-war-in-america-ar..
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Another piece to the story is how over the last three years of Imposed Solitary ConKnement for the General Public the constant updates,

exposures to various viruses, bacteria to challenge our immune systems has had most likely led to a loss of 'muscle tone' to our Immune

Systems. Even the unJabbed. This along with the Jabs many negative effects. Right along with this, the situation where the Hospitals

have consolidated into tighter networks engaged in top down edicts mostly follow Fauci driven dogmas, the focus by bean counters on

proKts as opposed to a strong healthy structure in place gives us the message - the hospitals are swamped. Most of the general public

would not be aware you can't have enough hospital beds if there are not enough to begin with. With or without a phony or real pandemic.

Add in how this consolidation is driving the Private Practice Physician to extinction and the manufactured perfect storm continues.
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Yes, JUST, the rush to patent, control, and proKt from coronaviruses dates back to 1999 and involves the CDC and virus

researchers like Ralph Barrick and Dr. Anthony Fauci, leader of NIAID, which helped lead the US. US to a cycle of lockdowns,

behavioral controls, and restricted freedoms leading to a single control goal: mandatory experimental vaccines for all people by

2021. The United States blamed China for the virus and China blamed the United States, but the truth is that both countries are

engaged in an unethical research network on coronavirus gain-of-function that goes back twenty-one years.

www.brighteon.com/bd96748a-5894-4fcf-bf76-a6aea0a6148e  .----- Instead of encouraging doctors and scientists to early and

preventative treatments like those recommended by Dr. Mercola.

Tech companies quickly censored and removed doctors who discussed potentially effective treatment options. Dr. Peter

McCullough argued that COVID-19 is treatable and that there has been a concerted effort to keep important and even vital

information from the American public. The scientiKc debate was silenced and draconian lockdown measures were imposed that

have only served to cause a major health, in]ation and food supply crisis. americasfrontlinedoctors.org/.../treatment-options  .-----

jennifermargulis.net/peter-mccullough-md-compassion-crisis-in-medicine..  .-----

www.theepochtimes.com/america-should-not-silence-science_4494299.html  .-----
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The CDC has quietly conKrmed that at least 1.1 million Americans have "suddenly died" since Covid-19 "vaccines" were introduced

under Operation Warp Speed. Since the time the FDA granted the EUA for the injections, more than six million Americans in all

have died. Of this, 1,106,079 deaths are considered "excess", based on the Kve-year average from 2015 to 2019.

expose-news.com/2022/11/24/secret-cdc-report-1million-americans-died-s..  (11/24/2022).--- BREAKING: PFIZER SEEKS TO KILL

US KIDS: PFIZER AND BIONTECH SUBMIT APPLICATION TO U.S. FDA FOR EMERGENCY USE AUTHORIZATION OF OMICRON

BA.4/BA.5-ADAPTED BIVALENT COVID-19 VACCINE IN CHILDREN UNDER 5 Why? Show me, show us ANY evidence you have that

this gene injection is needed in statistical zero risk children, with a vaccine that is non-neutralizing and drives variants, and is

harmful. Why? palexander.substack.com/p/breaking-pKzer-seeks-to-kill-us?utm_source=..  (12/05/2022)
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Gui, 1.1 million Americans have "suddenly died" since Covid-19 "vaccines" were introduced under Operation Warp Speed & since

the FDA granted the EUA for the injections, more than six million Americans in all have died. Just a question? Would this be more

than the one tenth of one percent Predator Para$ite$ population? Has their Jab campaign killed in numbers surpassing their

population?
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Hi Steve and everyone - Found in my inbox, Peter Halligan found a detailed interview posted on this topic: "Using excess mortality

data, there was no pandemic. What has occurred over the last three years is EUGENICS - either by accident, ignorance or design." -

- peterhalligan.substack.com/.../using-excess-mortality-data-there  - - - - - - First time I heard about any vaccn equality program in

North America until it was discussed. - - - - - - - - Peter provided a link to Gui's favorite Dr Trozzi site, to a 1-hr interview under the

word "this": In this one hour interview titled "What Really Killed Millions?" | Denis Rancourt Dr Mark Trozzi, December 5, 2022 (also

posted on Rumble), Denis Rancourt does a deep dive on excess mortality by US and Canadian State and Country, diving into age,

health status and income brackets (not gender).

- - drtrozzi.org/2022/12/05/what-really-killed-millions-denis-rancourt/  - - - - - - - and scroll down to the Iron Will Report Interview

#279. Looking at Denis's charts, these back up the Democide agenda by public health and politicians, to the detriment of those

they claimed "needed protection". INVERSION of outcomes of injecting toxic shots into fragile individuals. Worth the hour to watch,

as content presented meshes well with Dr M's above article. Some hair-raising information is discussed, why Ivermectin may work

well, what was NOT being used for some reason that made this illness similar to 1918 ]u, and lots more.
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Yes, Just, the absence of responsibility for the ""vaccines" of Big Phrma is an attack on health. Big Pharma runs fraudulent trials

that are supported by the FDA and CDC, causing death and suffering. At least America's Frontline Doctors (AFLDS) have Kled a

motion asking the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) to immediately revoke the "emergency use authorization"

(EUA) for the coronavirus "vaccines." from Wuhan. The AFLDS wants three groups of Americans removed from the vaccine-eligible

pool: those under 18, anyone who has already recovered from a Wuhan coronavirus infection, and anyone who has not been

informed for the jab as deKned by federal law. The main target of the motion is Xavier Becerra, the current HHS secretary under

resident Joe Biden.

“The emergency declaration and its multiple renewals are illegal,” the complaint alleges. One of the most obvious conditions that is

not met is the fact that there is no "serious or life-threatening disease or condition" in circulation that justiKes the use of the

experimental genetic modiKcation therapy. Second, there are other remedies available that deny the legal issuance of an EUA.

There are many ways to treat the Chinese virus that do not involve genetic modiKcation with experimental injections from Big

Pharma. www.theepochtimes.com/nonproKt-sues-hhs-to-immediately-stop-emergency..
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SigniKcant links, ROSE. It must also be recognized that the "vaccines" against covid did not offer signiKcant reductions in

transmission or the opportunity to accelerate the reach of "herd immunity" and, therefore, the eradication of the disease. The

various means of persuasion and coercion of people to achieve mass vaccination lacked scientiKc foundation. Public statements

and policies on reducing infection and transmission were not informed by science. In addition, mass vaccinations can boost viral

evolution so that the virus evades existing vaccines. In the scientiKc literature, this process is called "vaccination-induced

evolutionary pressure" and leads to a phenomenon called "vaccine escape".

This has now been shown to be happening with Covid. Here is a quote from the article in the Journal ACS Infectious Diseases: “

prevailing variants can be quantitatively explained by infectivity-strengthening and vaccine-escape (co-)mutations on the spike

protein RBD due to natural selection and/or vaccination-induced evolutionary pressure. We illustrate that infectivity strengthening

mutations were the main mechanism for viral evolution, while vaccine-escape mutations become a dominating viral evolutionary

mechanism among highly vaccinated populations.” palexander.substack.com/p/its-not-too-late-to-stop-being-a?utm_source=..

 (06/12/2022)
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Yes Gui? That's what we were told; however we were not told the additional toxins were overloading weak and inKrm people, a.k.a.

Fragile People. Worse, Doctors were told not to use well-known solutions for bacterial infections (you read that right!!)...to the

detriment and demise of their patients. Denis has a powerful slide deck and associated discussion of what demographic in North

America took the majority of hits from the rehearsed Plandemic response. His interview may be on rumble as well.
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Just; hospitals in Canada were "full", long before the "Covid Monster" began "attacking humanity". I know this for a fact! 5G,

glyphosate, chemtrails, GMO "foods", drugs...and much more, is all contributing to people's ill heath. It would be good to see

people stop blaming it all on "covid". They have absolutely NO PROOF that symptoms of their illness = covid and there never will be

any "proof"! After three years of this insanity; you'd think that people would begin to reallize that they've been

had/conned/duped/deceived. The game continues and far too many people are still playing by "their" rules! When the game is

over...guess who loses! I believe that we've already reached the point of no return. If all else fails, in regards to this evil agenda, the

WHO will be handed the power to take over the "healthcare" of the entire world! They are planning for 2024. I still assert that it will

happen sooner.
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War on the freedom of information of doctors: CALIFORNIA LAW STRIPS LICENSES FROM "MISINFORMATION"-SPREADING

DOCTORS Reason Magazine just published this superb 15-minute documentary Klm on AB 2098 and our lawsuit challenging it,

with interviews from Jay Bhattacharya and your scribe. aaronkheriaty.substack.com/p/california-law-strips-licenses-from?utm_s..

 (12/06/2022) .----------DR. RYAN COLE ON WHETHER THE BLOOD SUPPLY IS SAFE: "WE DON'T KNOW". By Steve Kirsch. The

parents of Baby Will are right to insist on unvaccinated blood. The safety of the blood supply is unknown.

We have a medical community which is not trustable on anything vax related. Since the start of the vaccination program nearly two

years ago, nothing has changed. The medical community is still hiding all the COVID vaccine safety issues today, a year later. Until

there is an admission from the medical community about these deaths and severe adverse reactions, their advice on matters

related to the safety of these vaccines should not be considered to be reliable.

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/dr-ryan-cole-on-whether-the-blood?utm_sourc..  (12/04/2022)
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IRREPARABLE VACCINE-INDUCED HARM. By Robert W Malone. COVID-19 vaccine surveillance and pharmacovigilance data

Published below is Dr. Brown’s open letter sent to the prime minister and all ministers in New Zealand You are requested to

investigate: (1) this New Zealand and overseas evidence for negative vaccine effectiveness, vaccine failure, and toxic vaccine lots,

(2) the statistical biases evident in the MoH and other healthcare agencies’ calculable unvaccinated COVID-19 case rates, which

essentially eliminated the negative vaccine effectiveness signal, (3) the role of COVID-19 vaccination in exacerbating

comorbidities most frequently associated with serious-severe COVID-19 outcomes, (4) SARS-CoV-2’s gain-of-function origin while

internationally championing a punitive global ban on gain-of-function R&D, and (5) the conduct of the WHO during COVID-19 linked

to seven critical points detailed in section 2.7. rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/irreparable-vaccine-induced-harm?utm_source=..

 (12/06/2022)
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For convenience, I would love to see someone (Mercola?) sell sterile saline and peroxide ampules blended in the correct percentage. Yes,

it is easy to do yourself but when you or others are under the weather, and you have to calculate extremely small proportions into a neb

cup, it would be so much easier to grab a premixed ampule. Since it is neb, I am careful things are sterile so having premeasured closed

ampules would be easier to achieve that. When I buy food grade peroxide, even a small bottle is so large in comparison to the saline

component, and I would prefer it not be opened and exposed to air and losing potency. Or separate ampules of just food grade peroxide

so it can stay fresh longer.
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They say to store the opened bottle of hydrogen peroxide in the refrigerator to preserve it's freshness.
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At 82, I trust what experience teaches me. These last 4 years have taught me that if I use common sense, keep immune system strong,

eat healthy food, I need have no real fear. Caution yes but not real fear! Some close friends have gotten it but not bad. I haven't even had a

cold!
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Guillermou
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Good vision, Dordee, to protect health, driving away fear. Fear is based on emotions and sensations that can lead to anguish,

anxiety, suspicion, apprehension, while precaution dispenses with that and consists of adopting appropriate measures to avoid

foreseeable damage. Many people are tormented by fears that come from ideas and beliefs that they have acquired throughout

their lives: bad experiences, traumas or fears that have been transmitted to them by parents or caregivers, an incorrect learning of

anxiety management and some more causes may be at the base of these fears. Dealing with them is not always easy, mainly

because the Krst step in dealing with them is to recognize them and that is sometimes painful or something that is avoided.

In fact, avoidance behavior is one of the most frequent and least useful responses to face fears. When you avoid facing something,

you are giving it more importance and value, you are favoring it to get bigger and, as a result, it generates more fear and more

avoidance. In short, a loop that feeds on itself and from which it is di[cult to get out. In any case, what is clear is the importance

of the mental elaboration of the idea of fear, the construction that is made in our minds of the evolution of history, the seriousness,

the consequences that this can have.

In this sense, it is useful to gradually transform aspects of fear into precautionary or preventive behaviors. But especially, it is to

transform the idea of fear, for that of precaution, trying to feel that I am alert and attentive to situations of hypothetical "danger",

but without falling into anguish or panic. The difference is interesting to see, especially since prevention allows people to act and

be vigilant, while the feeling of fear generates anxiety and blockage.
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Have been following Dr. Mercola for over 20 years. Also take many of his supplements. I live in Florida, the most free state, thank

goodness. I’ve never had covid that I’m aware. Everyone I know who have been jabbed has had covid 2 or 3 times. I determined from the

beginning that if you offered me all the money in the world to be jabbed, I would refuse. Thank you Dr. Mercola. You are my hero. I

personally know numerous people who have died, had blood clots, severe nose bleeds, shingles, aneurysms, and paralysis after having

the jab.
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Thanks, Annekees for sharing your story. Me too, never got jabbed and got no covid that I'm aware of.
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Africans routinely take Ivermectin which is sold over the counter. This is probably another reason why their infection rate was so low.

Fachi should be incarcerated for preventing Americans access to Ivermectin thereby causing much suffering and death.
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The devastation wrought by the insane Covid response in the UK continues on all fronts; social, political, economic and health. On the

health front, emergency ambulance services report waits of up to three hours as ambulances have to queue outside Emergency

departments due to so many people attending.  The combination of lockdowns, harmful inoculations, and stupid government policies

have created the perfect storm of illnesses, chronic and acute. Children are dying with Strep A, which in the past led to mainly mild and

manageable infections and immune compromised people of all ages amongst the inoculated masses are suffering from multiple

problems. And still the psychopaths still maintain their concoctions are "safe and effective". Things will only deteriorate as now Winter is

upon us, and people cannot afford to purchase adequate and health-giving foods and to heat their houses. And the insane eight years old

proxy war with Russia continues.
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Yes, it is the immune system and the hygiene measures that have to respond to any attack by viruses and bacteria. If we turn to

Natural Medicine, we have great prevention remedies and Kght against the disease. and Researchers at the Peter Doherty Institute

for Infection and Immunity understand how humans Kght the virus. Laboratory head Katherine Kedzierska found that people's

immune systems responded to the coronavirus in the same way we try to Kght the ]u. "The immune cell populations that we've

seen emerge before patients recover are the same cells that we see in the ]u," she said. The researchers took blood samples from

a woman in her 40s, one of Australia's Krst diagnosed coronavirus patients, who had been to Wuhan in China and was admitted to

a Melbourne hospital with COVID-19- "We found in this patient at three days, we could see the appearance of immune cells in the

blood," said Professor Kedzierska.

amp.abc.net.au/.../12059266  (March 16, 2020) This discovery should be used to experiment with non-aggressive natural

remedies to boost the immune system, instead of boosting drugs and vaccines that are degenerating the breed with antibiotic

resistant bacteria and mutating viruses and bacteria boosted by the vaccines. Let's not promote fear, let's promote health with all

the means that Nature makes available to us, a nature that must be respected so that humanity does not surrender to viruses and

vaccines
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Just replied above the same. The lockdowns have weakened people’s immune systems. It takes a bit to get them back and we

can’t isolate but bring people out so their immune systems get used to Kghting once more! Isolating the healthy is the worse thing

to do period.
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Scientists are ba~ed by the unjabbed being spared...they are either stupid or acting innocent to cover their tracks. Injections are poisons.

They have substances in them which are toxic to the body. Who knew what the shots contained that children started receiving over sixtty

years ago? People trusted their doctors! Did their doctors know what was in them? I trusted my doctor who gave them to my Krst child. If I

had an inkling what was in them...I would have said NO! . I knew at the time what formaldehyde (embalming ]uid) was from high school

studies.

i also knew about mercury and how toxic it was from reading about the women who had Mad Hatter's Disease from working with mercury.

Didn't doctors study about mercury, formaldehyde, and aluminum? In 1957, I read an article about aluminum and how it caused brain

damage. All this information was available. However, the information about the ingredients in the "vaccines" the children were

receiving...was not available. I was extremely disturbed, when I read Vaccination is not Immunization by Dr Tim O'Shea.

He listed all the substances that were in these injections children have been receiving over many decades. These substances have

lowered the intelligence and health of American children and others worldwide. Why and how could something like this occur without

educated doctors being aware of how dangerous these injections were? Now, the toxic matter is far worse with the graphene oxide, nano

particles, spike protein..and who knows what else! Time to end this Kasco and make responsible parties pay...dearly!
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Either they were not aware of the toxcity or chose to close their eyes to the truth.
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The main worry this winter for UK parents of young children is Strep A bacterial infection which is occurring at above average rates this

year and has proved fatal in eight cases where the infection has led to streptococcal toxic shock syndrome. Best phone NHS 24 if

symptoms develop as prompt antibiotic treatment is required.
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While waiting for the ambulance for 14 hours or sit at A&E for hours waiting to be seen to take high dose vitamin C every half hour.

The Good Health Naturally liposomal vitamin C with Quercetin is very pleasant and children (and adults) love the taste.

goodhealthnaturally.com/home/1820-purec-liposomal-vitamin-c-with-querc..
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I very much agree with taking high dose Vitamin C, as Maritt wisely suggests, when Kghting any infection. Especially a serious one.

If liposomal Vit. C product is not available, however, then using regular powdered form of Vit. C is still advisable (albeit 1) more

di[cult to administer, and 2) it comes with the genuinely bothersome inconvenience of 'loose stools'). Prior to illness or infection

occurring, it's better to have some high quality liposomal Vitamin C 'stocked up' (in supply, and ready to use). On the matter of what

constitutes "high quality liposomal Vitamin C" , Dr. Thomas E. Levy makes an important distinction between: 1)

liposome-encapsulated vitamin C (what he calls a "true liposome") , and 2) an "emulsion" preparation of Vitamin C (which is not a

true liposome, no matter what the label says).

The latter, he says in effect, is decidedly inferior to the former, even though it is better than regular Vitamin C ("absorbed much

better than just regular vitamin C"). One of the main points of his article is to be wary of most companies' claims that they are

selling a "true liposomal" Vitamin C product, when they are in fact selling just an emulsion. I will link his article below.

A question that came up for me, after reading it, was: Is there a 3rd Party Laboratory, or Independent Company, somewhere that

can reliably test for whether a purported liposomal Vitamin C product is *actually a "true liposome" * - ? No gimmickry (such as

"ours is invisible to the eye, so we're the real deal 'cause our product is see-through and fully transparent), but actually

independently verifying whether a given preparation is a true liposome or not. I wonder if such a body exists, to *independently

test* various liposomal products for their veracity, and legitimacy of the claim to be a true liposome.

www.peakenergy.com/articles/nh20140411/Exposing-the-truth-about-liposo..
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM
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Also the nebulizer treatment for covid should work on all viruses and do not forget the salt water nose wash. Anything is better

than heading for the Emergency room to be treated by an “in-the-system” troll.
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Thanks all for your valuable suggestions and links. The reports in msm do not supply details of the fatal cases of children with

organ failure after strep bacterial infection. It may be that the parents sought help too late or that there was a delay in treatment. It

is unlikely that they would be aware of intensive vitamin C treatment either liposomal or intravenous or that they could get hold of

it and administer it in time to save the child. My post was taking these factors into account and the fact speed in treating the

condition is essential.

To the parent, uninitiated in natural remedies, getting professional help quickly is still the better option, nothingsound. Thanks for

the link to Dr Levy’s information about liposomal vs intravenous vitamin C, David. He is a trusted source. So far we have been

relatively lucky in having children attended to. Sorry to hear of the long wait you had, Maritt, and thanks for the advice. The brand

you mentioned is good and I will pre-order it as a precaution.
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Nobody who reads Dr Mercola is stupid enough to buy the lies that fakestream media is selling, hopefully on any topic, at this point. It’s all

made up narratives designed to lead undiscerning people into giving their power away to globalists.
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Covid-19 is another name for in]uenza. Everyone I know in the UK has recovered from this new ]u apart from old people with existing

conditions. Germ theory is simply a theory and cannot be evidenced. Again at the risk of sounding boring "fool me once, shame on you.

Fool me twice, shame on me". I do know may people who have mysteriously died after receiving a jab and still people cannot join up the

dots. Flu-vid was invented for the jabs, for a culling of the population.
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Unfortunately, deception strategies have been effective. The French writer Sylvain Timsit published a decalogue of the strategies

that are most frequently used by the media and by political elites to manipulate the masses. 1. Encourage distraction by promoting

information overload, or when such information contains a strong emotional charge such as reporting tragic events 2. Create the

problems and also the solutions with the intention of causing a speciKc reaction, so that this public demands measures and

decision-making that solve the situation such as the loss of freedoms.

3. Appeal to graduality by applying changes that are important gradually, so that public and political reactions are equally gradual

and easier to contain. 4. Infantilize the interlocutor by positioning the public as a group of naive people or incapable of taking

responsibility for themselves 5. Make people think that this measure is painful but necessary, and that it is necessary to agree on it

in the present, although its effects will be perceived years later. 6. Position the public as a group of naive people or incapable of

taking responsibility for themselves, or of making critical and responsible decisions.

The public actually identiKes with that position and ends up accepting the measures imposed and even supporting them with

conviction. 7. Appeal more to emotions than to re]ection 8. Promote complacency in mediocrity to reinforce the feeling of success

and satisfaction with the situation in which we Knd ourselves, even if it is a precarious or unfair situation. 9. Reinforce self-blame.

It is being used for the unvaccinated. 10. Know people better than they know themselves. It is the basis of artiKcial and emotional

intelligen
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If I may venture a contrary opinion, I think we are seeing this all wrong. From the globalist's point of view, all is on track. They do not care

about glaring inconsistencies. The entire point of the jab iniative was always to sort the wheat from the chaff. Ergo, anybody silly enough,

gullible enough, gutless enough, to submit to the jab, is regarded by the globalists as their preferred target for extinction. We are talking

extremely intelligent psychopaths here. To consider them stupid would be a terminal error. There is even a self-correcting element to the

scamdemic. IQ tests, condemned as fraudulent for measuring intelligence, by the inventor, Alfred Binet, incorporated the original US

psychiatrist's own intellectual proKles at the top measure, and we ordinary folk in the middle.

Yet we are the productive element of the spectrum. The academics and scientists are mostly, in fact, unproductive technicians who

develop product by mindless repitition. And Mensa has been unable to achieve anything, even to organise a global meeting to "solve all

the world's problems". The 'intellectual elite' bought the jab like village idiots: professors, scientists, social scientists, school teachers,

executives, CEOs, journalists, politicians, doctors, nurses, and graduated managers.

Their deaths will restore the natural balance. Later on, the banker element will no doubt eliminate the expendable greenies too, along with

other expendables such as Bill Gates, Tony Fauci, Klaus Schwarb, and the politicians and bureaucrats. By original calculation, the

remainder population will eventually follow the heroes who execute Gates et al, hailing then as saviours and messiahs. The messiahs will,

under public pressure, form a central world government to ensure we never have to endure such a catastrophy ever again. Objective

achieved.
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Have to think on this! Sounds plausible. I do agree that there will be a feeding frenzy and the elite will begin eiminating the

"unecessary among themselves", after all, there can only be ONE SUPREME RULER OF THE WORLD. All you expendables,

SURPRISE!!!!!!
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jamNjim
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Everyone I know that refused the jabs has very high IQ's.
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jamnjim- My 2 brothers with Phds in Physics & Biochem are jabbed & boosted. My BSN, RN sister is jabbed & boosted. I have

cousins with Phds & Master degrees in Physical Therapy, Education, Math & Sciences all jabbed. I have spoken with many other

over educated people, over these past 2 years, all jabbed & proud of it. Those cousins had their 98 yr old stay at home (stroke

patient) Mom jabbed. She died within 2 wks of multiple strokes. They see no correlation. I am NOT jabbed.  My father used to

say......some people are educated above their intelligence.
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Very nice, fuzzy contrary opinion. And a very nice read. However I do not agree to anything you say. You have to believe that these

"elites" are truly evil. Too rich for their own good. And they will do whatever it takes to hang on to wealth and power. Most people

just want to live their lives quietly, not have any serious confrontation, keep the canoe moving forward, etc. I would love, love, love

to believe the premise that you set forth; sadly, I do not see it happening.
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Dr Mercola says, "shots have done more harm than good". I would say, that covid shots have done ZERO good, only harm and suffering for

those who got real jab. Zero e[cacy, negative e[cacy. New more malicious mutations and variants have developed and will develop

thanks to those jabs, according to Dr. Geert Vanden Bossche.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM
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INVERT Anything the lying dirty Klthy miscreant MSM and big pharma say. God Bless
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Invert their inversion!
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I have a friend who is originally from Nicaragua, where Ivermectin is widely available without a prescription. She told me that people

would take Ivermectin whenever they felt like they were coming down with something, such as the ]u. Her opinion was that in countries

were this was common practice, as well as countries that take Ivermectin as an anti-parasitic, was that this was at least partially

responsible for many third world countries having a lower death rate from Covid than industrialized countries.
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I'm just going to have to post this: PKzer Vaccine:The “full list” of ingredients for the PKzer vaccine is: mRNA, lipids

((4-hydroxybutyl)azanediyl)bis(hexane-6,1-diyl)bis(2-hexyldecanoate), 2 [(polyethylene glycol)-2000]-N,N-ditetradecylacetamide,

1,2-Distearoyl-sn-glycero-3- phosphocholine, and cholesterol), potassium chloride, monobasic potassium phosphate, sodium chloride,

dibasic sodium phosphate dihydrate, and sucrose. Moderna Vaccine:The “full list” of ingredients for the Moderna vaccine is: Messenger

ribonucleic acid (mRNA), lipids (SM-102, polyethylene glycol [PEG] 2000 dimyristoyl glycerol [DMG], cholesterol, and

1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine [DSPC]), tromethamine, tromethamine hydrochloride, acetic acid, sodium acetate trihydrate,

and sucrose.

Johnson & Johnson Vaccine:The “full list” of ingredients for the Johnson & Johnson vaccine is: Recombinant, replication-incompetent

adenovirus type 26 expressing the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein, citric acid monohydrate, trisodium citrate dihydrate, ethanol, 2

hydroxypropyl--cyclodextrin (HBCD), polysorbate-80, sodium chloride. HUH????? I think all three may have left out the monkey puss and

snake venom from the list for reasons unknown. (sarcasm) My spell checker is having a Keld day. It has underlined almost every word in

all three vaccines!

Chances are if you can’t pronounce the words they are TOXIC. And the bodies of MILLIONS of people world wide were not able to deal

with the toxins and they DIED as a result or ended up with side effects that are disabling. Is it just me or does this look like a bunch of

ingredients cobbled together by mad scientists? Think about this. We are all different. Some of us are large, some of us are small. Some

of us are over weight some of us are skinny. Some of us are more muscular than others. The list of our differences are endless and yet

these Read the whole post here: courageouslion380.substack.com/.../toxicology-vs-virology
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I have to comment that I did everything on the list above & took the exact supplements. Whatever the virus was, other members of my

extended family were ferociously sick & had fevers all spread around during Thanksgiving. While I was mildly ill, I still had the annoying

cough. One nebulizing treatment with the Mercola recipe took care of it. After that, sneezing & head cold stuff until I realized I forgot zinc!

Every 2 hours I was religious about taking the zinc, next day, walla over the whole darn thing in about a week, which was the shortest

compared to others. And nobody got away with just a day and a half of coughing like I did. The question I have, however, is does hp

destroy the microbiome in the lungs? I’m very careful to limit as much as possible but who wants a severe cough for a week?!!
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You may not favor Stew Peters, or for that matter, follow Karen Kingston. But in the linked clip, listen through (or skip past) Stew's intro

and check out Karen's presentation, both impassioned and intensely reasoned, and with documentary support; as she breaks down, and

nails down, the criminal fraud of the covid virus/"vaccine" operation ("vaccine" in quotes because, as she explains, it can only rightly be

termed a bio-weapon), and the related "extrinsic" fraud by those of the "health freedom movement" who counsel and caution against

directly pursuing the ringleaders of the Covid fraud as a too radical approach, and that in any case they, e.g., Phizer, have legal immunity.

Karen explains why state attorneys have the legal authority to issue broad injunctions ordering cessation of the injections and ordering

seizure of all vaccines with no need for a warrant, and investigate the makers as well, all under current federal code. A compelling

presentation. Spoiler alert: When asked by Stew to "Name names..." (beyond the obvious corporate entities) of individuals in the health

freedom movement culpable for extrinsic fraud-- interestingly, she identiKes Robert Malone...

rumble.com/v1z9pf4-gene-editing-mrna-tech-deadly-premeditated-military..
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I know we focus on susceptibilities post covid jab speciKcally, but what about kids who receive say ANY jab, ]u shot or other routine

series?  Ie if the CDC is even collecting stats on covid jab vs Rsv, they may come back and say 10 percent of kids had covid jab prior to

rsv, therefore it isnt the covid jab. But what if half of the remaining kids got a ]u shot prior to, and 25 percent more a routine vax series

prior to rsv diagnosis. That would be a whole different conversation. My kids got rsv years ago and they weren't v'd so I think unv'd kids

can get it. However, I do wonder if predisposing large numbers of children via any vax to rsv might drive up the prevalence of rsv in the

community at large and contribute to high levels of spread which otherwise would have circulated in a more normal fashion.
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avk1974 You don't think the CDC exists to help, serve people and tell the truth, do you?
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avk1974, you had a covid-19 vaccine trial study for children and the vaccinated got sick with RSV at a about 3:1 more than the

unvaccinated. It's pretty cut and dry. Another study done by the DOD in 2018 showed that people that get the ]u vaccine have a

36% greater chance of getting a coronavirus infection. RSV is coronavirus-like. My question is how many of those in the trial study

had the covid-19 jab and the ]u jab?? Of those in the control group that got sick with RSV, how many of them had the ]u shot only?
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Vitamin C increases T-cells/interferon, Nebulize H2O2, Nebulize NAC, Add H2O2 to humidiKers/avoid dry airways...Sun/sauna. Annual ]u

scare is on!..which makes the fearful vulnerable; psychologically/neurologically....via a truly sickening and dishonest sales pitch...Pharma

soup de jour.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wonder if I can usethese or colloidal sailver in Navage?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/6/2022 8:38:27 AM
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM
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Dordee...Why not? I'd keep H2O2 dilute or it may burn nasal passages.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/6/2022 9:07:18 AM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Went to the liberal city yesterday. In the natural foods chain store, 30% of the scared sheeple were shu~ing around like zombies

with their face diapers on. Where I live, it's about 5%.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/6/2022 10:45:09 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Randall, WHY DOES SCIENCE STILL IGNORE VITAMIN C?. From colds to Covid, ascorbate has long been marginalized. by Pim

Christiaans www.orthomolecular.org/.../v18n15.shtml  (2022)
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act8931
Joined On 4/21/2016 8:06:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I bought ivermectin at ivermectin.com. It worked on my Covid and price was not exorbitant.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Remember Dr. Mercola's report as a guest Dr. Pierre Kory on the war on ivermectin and all the reports where it is revealed

Co-Developer of effective, evidence/expertise-based COVID Treatment protocols with the medical professionals and science

giants of the Front-Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance substack.com/.../31671068-pierre-kory-md-mpa  In the Brighteon.TV

episode of Health with Dr. Stella Immanuel, Dr. Stella Immanuel discusses how the coronavirus is affecting the nation as hospitals

withhold treatment from her patients. According to Dr. Immanuel, hospitals are withholding treatment and not giving patients the

drugs they need to get better from COVID-19. She says hospitals are pushing to get vaccinated, ignoring other life-saving drugs

like hydroxychloroquine and ivermectin.

She also encourages everyone to get their vitamins, like vitamins C, D, and zinc, and to get plenty of sun and exercise to stay

healthy. The health protocols of the US system have always failed Americans when doctors ignore other drugs like

hydroxychloroquine and ivermectin. Dr. Stella Immanuel and Dr. Steffani Reinold, who were denounced and silenced for advocating

therapies that use hydroxychloroquine, ivermectin, etithromycin, vitamin D, and other therapies to control in]ammation. vividly

recounted his silent work to save hundreds of lives despite the gag order.
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Ronmus
Joined On 7/20/2020 7:26:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I remember in Jan 2022 Dr Ben Carson talked about Nigeria and its over 200M people and having far fewer COVID deaths.......they were

taking HCQ for PM measure for malaria.....Dr Carson only mentioned it once in an interview from what I recall ...and was silenced

thereafter on that subject. eurweb.com/2022/carson-pushes-hydroxychloroquine-and-ivermectin/
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Yes, also: No fascist measures, yes to ivermectin: Please watch and share this exceptional speech. Dr Shoemaker drives some

Knal nails into the co[n of the forced covid injections. This speech also consolidates our free access to ivermectin. Please share

this far and wide, including with doctors for whom Dr Shoemaker is a ideal role model.

drtrozzi.org/2022/10/29/dr-shoemaker-drives-Knal-nails-into-the-covid..  (10/29/2022) .------ STUDY: IVERMECTIN REDUCES

COVID DEATH RISK BY 92%. Los hallazgos concuerdan con los del Dr. Harvey Risch, un estimado epidemilogo de la Facultad de

Medicina de Yale que testiKc ante el Senado que la ivermectina y la hidroxicloroquina (HCQ) podran haber salvado miles, o incluso

millones, de vidas que se perdieron innecesariamente al no usar estos medicamentos.

fda.news/2022-09-02-study-ivermectin-reduces-covid-death-risk-92percen..  (09/02/2022)
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Gates/Fauci/Schwab /Cabal......now are going to try to get the malaria areas of Africa/India and around the globe hooked off HCQ or IVM,

by introducing a malaria vaccine......that has the good ole mRNA aspects to it.....you can be certain there will be the Luciferase /graphene

oxide/m1 component added into the formula.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ronmus... I doubt the Africans will take this new vax, they aren't dumb, they'll hoard Ivermectin as best as they can.
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cakesjean
Joined On 9/10/2008 1:03:53 PM
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Some Malaria meds contain doxycycline or (hydroxy)chloroquine.
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Eevee
Joined On 3/7/2008 10:05:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

By the way I read early on in the pandemic, and this is not mentioned now in the press, that - if you have had the BCG vax for TB as a

teenager (we get it in school in the UK used to be at 13 years old) that primes the immune cells in the lungs (apparently you have special

immune cells in the lungs just for the lungs) as TB is also a respiratory illness, people who have had the BCG vax, if you are a normal

healthy person and responded well to that traditional BCG vax, you will be largely protected from dying of this c19 (whatever it is or isn't),

as the primed lung immune cells swing into action really quickly and get on top of it. They thought that the effectiveness of the BCG vax

was anywhere from 10 to 25 years, but now they think it might be life long, or much longer than 25 years in some people, not all.
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How many times will you be lied to (include lies by omission), if you don't understand truthfulness? Yesterday, fear-porn from the local

newspaper - "TRIDEMIC’ TAKES TOLL ON AREA AS RSV, COVID, FLU HIT COMMUNITY"

 www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/dec/05/the-tridemic-takes-its-toll-on-s..
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As a Critical Thinker, I strive for transparency, full disclosure, balance, context, and accountability. As an Intelligent Thinker, it's

understanding subtleties and nuances while having discernment. As an Aware Thinker, I seek awareness and truthfulness by

collecting and connecting the "dots." Always asking, "Cui Bono" (for whose beneKt - I doubt it is mine). And I’m aware of the "lies by

omission," deceptions, and distractions, with the gaslighting, gatekeepers, narratives, algorithms, and fake binaries being just

rampant.
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And I have many great resources of insight and understanding. Thank you Dr. Mercola and the greater Mercola community. "The

eye sees only what the mind is prepared to comprehend." ~ Robertson Davies
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The ]u virus was disrupted by the Covid pandemic- classic. If 2 people have died so far then they are track for a normal ]u season.

When does the Quademic start?
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"Do you mean there's different kinds of thinkers?" says the sheeple.
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"Cui Bono" BFR. Empowering the Powerful: Corporate and government agendas generally do not serve democratic goals or achieve

democratic results. They serve the goals of those in power Dan Gillmor, co-founder of the News Co/Lab at Arizona State

University's Walter Cronkite School of Journalism and Mass Communication, and professor of practice in digital media literacy,

commented: "Governments (and their corporate partners) are using The technology to create a surveillance state, and what

amounts to law through an inexplicable black-box algorithm, is widely understood, far beyond what Orwell imagined. But this can

only happen in a society that can't be bothered to protect freedom, or is easily driven/stamped into giving it up, and that's

happening in more and more Western democracies.

The resurgence of public zealotry has nothing to do with technology, except to the extent that zealots use it to further their malign

goals. Meanwhile, the institutions that are supposed to protect freedom, including journalism, mostly do not. Leah Lievrouw, a

professor of information studies at the University of California-Los Angeles, wrote: “To date, virtually no state or democratic

system has Kgured out how to address this challenge to the fundamental legitimacy of democratic processes, and I assume only A

deep and destabilizing crisis (perhaps stemming from the rise of global authoritarian, ethnic or cultural fascism will provoke a

serious response."
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Bfr; that is one of the greatest quotes ever - and so true! That is exactly why all the people still masked up, can't see the thousands

of people around them who are breathing freely and are NOT SICK.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brian; the "Quaddemic" could be here by Christmas, if all the turkeys die from "Bird Flu"! I think it's H5N1 (for which, they already

have "vaccines" waiting); then again...there are so many of them that I've lost track!
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CourageousLion
Joined On 10/11/2010 9:06:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't know about you, but I'm really, really, really SKKKAAAAAARRRRREEEEEDDDDDD!!! Of the mental cases behind this insanity.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

re: the bird ]u, I have a backyard ]ock. I live in one of the most liberal states in the U.S. My state just sent me a form that I have to

register what "animals" I have on my ranch. Hmmmmmm. We don't have a ton, just chickens and quail, but I believe it is a way to

have a target on you. They can claim that the bird ]u is in your area and that gives them the right to euthanize all our chickens. If

that happens, I will let them go. They can have a Kasco Knding them. Then of course after a few days they will come back to the

coop and all the good food:) And I guess they don't have a clue to the deKnition of what a "ranch" is!  This is not a ranch. No cows,

no large animals grazing, no breeding large animals, no horses. But in the state's mind we are a ranch!!!!!
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Eevee
Joined On 3/7/2008 10:05:07 AM
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I know a lot of people who have had covid this autumn - young and old, the omicron has mutated to be very mild here in the UK, all

recovered after a few days bed rest, headaches, going hot and cold, shivers, passes quickly, over by Kve days for all. I would not worry

about it at all unless you have a condition that makes you very vulnerable and this type of illness is especially dangerous for you

personally. None had coughs, a few had some congestion, all said the main symptoms were, headaches, shivers, fatigue, going hot and

cold, quite a dramatic drop in energy, you feel like you want to curl up in bed, sleep and have warm soup, all did that for a few days and all

are Kne.
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CourageousLion
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And I'm sure none of them could have all be exposed to the same TOXIN, or could they?
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david48
Joined On 8/25/2009 9:10:06 AM
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I very much agree with taking high dose Vitamin C, as Maritt wisely suggests, when Kghting any infection. Especially a serious one. If

liposomal Vit. C product is not available, however, then using regular powdered form of Vit. C is still advisable (albeit 1) more di[cult to

administer, and 2) it comes with the genuinely bothersome inconvenience of 'loose stools'). Prior to illness or infection occurring, it's

better to have some high quality liposomal Vitamin C 'stocked up' (in supply, and ready to use). On the matter of what constitutes "high

quality liposomal Vitamin C" , Dr. Thomas E. Levy makes an important distinction between: 1) liposome-encapsulated vitamin C (what he

calls a "true liposome") , and 2) an "emulsion" preparation of Vitamin C (which is not a true liposome, no matter what the label says).

The latter, he says in effect, is decidedly inferior to the former, even though it is better than regular Vitamin C ("absorbed much better than

just regular vitamin C"). One of the main points of his article is to be wary of most companies' claims that they are selling a "true

liposomal" Vitamin C product, when they are in fact selling just an emulsion. I will link his article below. A question that came up for me,

after reading it, was: Is there a 3rd Party Laboratory, or Independent Company, somewhere that can reliably test for whether a purported

liposomal Vitamin C product is *actually a "true liposome" * - ?

No gimmickry (such as "ours is invisible to the eye, so we're the real deal 'cause our product is see-through and fully transparent), but

actually independently verifying whether a given preparation is a true liposome or not. I wonder if such a body exists, to *independently

test* various liposomal products for legitimacy to be called a true liposome. To me, that seems just as important as testing for other

matters of concern in supplements. www.peakenergy.com/articles/nh20140411/Exposing-the-truth-about-liposo..
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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WHY DOES SCIENCE STILL IGNORE VITAMIN C?. From colds to Covid, ascorbate has long been marginalized. by Pim Christiaans

www.orthomolecular.org/.../v18n15.shtml  (2022)
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MMaster
Joined On 8/14/2021 1:37:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am surprised at the claim nobody knows why Africa has such a low case rate and death rate from Covid. Among those of us who are

paying attention, we are aware that many Africans take hydroxychloroquine as a prophylactic against malaria. This results in breaking all

the chains of transmission so that few people are even exposed to begin with, and those who are, can have a very mild case because

they're taking hydroxychloroquine.
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deb3848
Joined On 2/15/2014 1:58:05 AM
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I'm 61, not vaxxed, and Knally got COVID for the Krst time. How? I have no idea. I don't recall being around anyone who appeared sick. I

took an Ivermectin tablet daily for 10 days until I ran out but I still have congestion, fatigue and some coughing, little taste and smell.

Overall improving compared to the chills, body aches, sore throat (couldn't talk), no taste or smell etc. that I started with but still it's taking

longer to clear than I thought it would. My 22 year old son, also not vaxxed, got it a few days after I did. This was his 2nd time. He was

sick for a couple days and didn't lose his taste or smell like he did the Krst time he got it so maybe with natural immunity you can still get

it but recover faster?
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MMaster
Joined On 8/14/2021 1:37:23 AM
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They say the best remedy for long Covid is Ivermectin. If you can't get that, then sweet wormwood works. At least that's what they

say. I wouldn't know. I haven't had Covid yet. Oh, and by the way, I am 78. My health is very good in general.
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nan5159
Joined On 6/2/2017 4:39:25 PM
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As far as RSV goes, I was told in the 80’s that we can get RSV over and over. And that it’s bad mostly in children. I got it myself as an adult

and went to the ER after taking a mucus thinner (which also produces more mucus ). Later a pulmonologist told me taking that stuff can

be a bad call sometimes and prescribed potassium iodide, a few drops in water to thin mucus when I needed to cough stuff up.
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Since the germ theory is bunk and the terrain is everything, you don't suppose by some wild stretch of imagination that the TOXIC

vaccines are the reason for the problems??? Naaaa...that couldn't be it! Pumping PEG into our bodies is a great idea! And what about the

TOXIC electro magnetic pollution we are being subjected too? And the TOXIC stress that is happening due to the psychopaths running the

show? Or the TOXINS that are in the water (]uoride, chlorine etc) or the TOXINS that are being sprayed on our food? Or the TOXINS that

are being dumped on us through the spraying? What really IS the issue? Some fake "virus" or an over abundance of TOXINS. ESPECIALLY

THE TOXINS IN THE "VACCINES".
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mat2242
Joined On 4/17/2018 11:54:46 AM
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Thanks Doc, love your work, your a very good and honest man. =] never heard about the triple threat until today because by and large I

ignore the mainstream media machine. Best regards friend!
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earthlover
Joined On 11/29/2006 8:37:25 PM
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Last year, my niece's 6 month old baby had RSV (and other respiratory infections after another). At some point the mother got the covid

vaccination and I've read the vax can be transmitted through breastmilk. Wonder if that contributed, plus she was born via csec.
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nan5159
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I also believe Ivermectin must be Africa’s savior. Their diet’s aren’t that great in the cities plus Coca Cola and KFC are big there. Even if the

drinks and food are to different tastes the sugar and oils used must be the same due to bulk and supplier contracts. It’s so obvious that

this is a bioweapon. It would be so interesting to know the exact cocktail. Having had it myself I suspect it’s got venom, spike, etc. All

kinds of things programmed into it, if this makes any sense. I believe following the Ivermectin plus protocol etc. helped me not get worse.

The aftermath is interesting and is when I began experiencing weird yet low level symptoms letting me know this is not a “coronavirus”

but much more. I believe the virus is just the vector.

I also believe the dobadders focus on it being a severe cold virus to distract from the real devils within. They gotta sell their vaccines so

gotta focus on how bad the “virus” is, yet at the same time ignoring the vascular issues which no cold is known for. Quite a machination.

Also, it’s interesting that when the virus Krst became available there was so much main stream media coverage about signing up for this

life saving shot as they weren’t sure there would be enough and how the shot had to be kept at a certain temperature. Oh, will we all be

special because we get a shot that’s been kept in exactly the right circumstances :o)? It makes sense to me when Dr. McCullough, I

believe it was, said that the people who got an inappropriately stored shot may be the lucky ones as the stuff had degraded.
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ros81171
Joined On 5/29/2014 1:02:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

not anymore than I was in '20 when they rolled out the pandemic I did my homework opting for therapeutic protocol and have not had as

much as a sni~e while friends have died and been very ill The common denominator? ALL fully jabbed
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PeterBe
Joined On 6/6/2019 7:29:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sanitizing the planet therefore must interfere with "variants" and the resulting "dominant" strain. Very interesting indeed.
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macman2
Joined On 2/10/2011 1:31:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If we relied on big Pharma we would be on our 10th booster. A mild variant developed, we can engineer a mild variant in weeks, spread it

in schools and a month later we will all be immune.
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Why stop at 10? Have one monthly Have as many as they like and when they drop dead NOBODY who calculated it all, and it was all

deliberate, will care They reaped their BILLION$

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/6/2022 2:34:01 PM
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Cat8063
Joined On 12/24/2017 6:58:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, my hubby got sick, had positives for both COVID and rsv at the same time. But appreciate these emails and info.
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PeaceIsExpensive
Joined On 10/23/2022 12:37:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Equatorial regions get more direct sunlight, therefore more vitamin D production. That seems to be a more effective vax.
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StarPowerVitD
Joined On 4/19/2021 7:44:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Covid - Africa thing. Vitamin D is a factor. Also, Africans are more likely to be treated for parasites with ivermectin and/or fenbendazole.

Speaking of cancer...Cancers are ramping up due to the covid shots and boosters. Learn how to eradicate cancer with safe, OTC,

inexpensive, side-effect free fenbendazole. Read the detailed Case Reports here fenbendazole.substack.com  Not a panacea but

something to look into. Saved two of my close relatives in the last 12 months!
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A few seconds endured of A.J. is your passport to this tune which could pass for a theme song to an off Broadway play (do those still

exist?)   banned.video/watch?id=638e6728f6b3ee03486280f6&utm_source=substack..
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gjohnson5613
Joined On 12/6/2022 9:16:44 AM
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Sub-Saharan Africa is malaria country. They make regular use of hydroxychloroquine. HCQ was recommended by Dr. Shi Zenghli, head of

the Wuhan lab and called the "Bat Lady" and developer of the SARS2 virus in a paper published a few months before it got loose. Summer

of 2019. Along with vitamin D and zinc and an antibiotic (speciKcally azithromycin), this is what she recommended to kill COVID before it

was called COVID. Throughout malaria country, there is little COVID. It can't tolerate quinine in any form. There is no mystery.

I read this paper in February 2020 and ordered HCQ and Azithromycin in quantity before it got banned by the FDA. It was used

successfully on several people who recovered rapidly. It is the basic treatment, both to prevent and to treat the disease and is everything

the jabs claimed to be and are not. India subsequently used Ivermectin with great success in Uttar Pradesh to stop a Delta epidemic.

From 350,000 new cases/day to a residual of 2,000 cases in the late stages of recovery in 5 weeks. It probably took 3 weeks just to hand

out 200,000,000 packets containing 10 pills of 12mg and a few of the other usual antivirals.

WHO delivered the kits and our own CDC designed them! Cost per kit less than $3. IVM has been aggressively outlawed by the FDA, etc.

as it also cures the need for the EUA that protects the jabs. This was basically a clinical trial of 200,000,000 participants who reported no

(zero, zip) adverse side effects from the IVM. By what stretch of the imagination are we continuing to poison people in the name of a

cure? Follow the money.
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Bottom line: the plan is to exterminate the africans, speciKcally the non white ones. Just ask Margaret Sanger (I know she’s in eternity but

the information is still out there. She referred to blacks as “weeds”) and her planned un-parenthood ilk.
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Along with quality supplements from Vimergy that includes zinc, magnesium, the correct form of B12, vit. C, glutathione, MSM I set

myself up with and nebulize hydrogen peroxide! www.bitchute.com/.../QoRi6bu3sMEV
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I suspect the lower numbers of infection/complications in Africa are due in large part to the fact that they are more inclined to be taking

ivermectin for other parasitic illnesses.....
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I live in an Alpine village in France where almost no children got the covid vaccine. Yet, children have been constantly sick since October.

I’m not sure how this is linked to the vaccines.
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Our family has a childcare center full of kids who are sicker than ever before, and it’s been constant for months now. Few of them

got jabbed..but their parents are 100% fearful sheep running around in their muzzles to line up for for the next injection. The

non-family staff are all jabbed, too. Everyone is always sick, now. Any day, a third of the kids and staff are out due to illness, and

there have been days when we have had to close because there are either no kids coming in, or no staff. - overall health has

deteriorated across the population. Whether it’s from being around jabbed people who are shedding spike protein or whatever

other poisons are in the damn shots, compromised health from the fallout from self-suffocation requirements imposed by

licensing board, or just the consequences of long-term stress..there is a deKnite change.
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5G if it's in the area may be causing cell damage and lowering of immunity. Also I’ve read the covid vaccine is passed on through

breast milk. If these children are under 2 it's possible they have been vaxxed via their mother's breast milk.
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The lockdowns of all of us has weakened most immune systems and we seem to forget this. The children were not able to

strengthen their immune for lack of health enemies to Kght and France was pretty strict if I remember correctly. I believe thisis still

a side effect of all that was done to everyone during covid.
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Nikki - can be psychological too, this talk none stop about illnesses, diseases, viruses, fear etc... none stop for several years now,

the stress and fear of that can make you mentally and physcially ill, the power of the mind is immense. Youngsters infant and

junior school age always get lots of bugs in Autumn and Winter as their immune systems develop, been like that since ever, my old

departed grandmothers observed it, my Mum and I have observed it, it is well known for the younger age groups, ask any old or

retired teacher of infant and junior age and they will tell you the same thing Humans aren't meant to be well all the time, a few

robust ones might be, but they are not the norm.

This aim for everything to be perfect and sanitised is not realistic. Look at that man who didn't bath for 60

years....www.gq.com/.../man-who-doesn-t-shower  from 2014 Fast foward to October 2022 some locals took him for a bath and he

died a few months later www.msn.com/en-in/entertainment/hollywood/world-s-dirtiest-man-94-year..  mind he was 94..so good

innings.
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nad4714, do you have 5G service in your area? Are you being sprayed with chemtrails? Have parents or older family members been

jabbed? If so, shedding may be a partly to blame.There are many reasons for illnesses.
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I agree. People have become more sick than ever before. It's like non stop illness, v or not. I am not a conspiracy theorist, but I'm

looking around me and these are some observations 1) it seems there is a constant stream of strange viruses circulating, are

many benign viruses being Kddled with in lab and released? (The reason I say this is prior to 2021, viruses were fairly predictable,

had a pattern. Many now appear genetically targeted. Almost every virus our family has had, has been either at a bizarre time of

year and/or only had one person out of a bunch who get it.

This is completely atypical in a family with children. It doesn't matter either how symptomatic, sneezing, coughing, sharing rooms,

drinking out of same cups, accidentally eating off some sick person's utensil, sharing bathroom, wiping noses on sleeves it is, no

one else gets it....I have never seen anything like that. Or like when we got sick in summer THREE times in a row separated by two

weeks. We never get sick in summer.

But then went to a gigantic well over ten thousand fall fair a few weeks later and never picked up a thing) Or 2) something has

shifted environmentally, atmospherically, magnetically....I hate to say it but if all these theorized ideals for a futuristic society they

gush about are something they are working on, everything needs to be trialled and tested. I highly doubt for liability reasons they

would advertise test dates. Our gardens were not great this summer, my dad's was lush and bountiful, suddenly stopped growing

mid to late July and leaves died suddenly, for maybe a month or so and then new regrowth started which is completely strange.

I know lots of people whose chickens decreased laying in summer which is typical of loss of light in late fall not July. I don't

honestly know the answers to these things but collectively tamping down immune systems seems to be happening whether a

fallout of v, the c virus itself, or measures, or something nefarious.
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avk1974: Fiiiiiiiiiiiiivvvvvvve Geeeeeeeeeeeeee
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5G and "chemtrails". There are many elements being sprayed over us. The aluminium alone, is destroying the soil, plants, trees -

and humans are breathing these same nano-particles into their lungs! The "Elephant in the Room" is getting bigger! The fact is that

the geoengineers can spray anything they choose...pathogens - no problem! They have even added Graphene Oxide to the mix.

Those in the know, will understand the ramiKcations of that one.
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Interesting. Are the kids getting enough sunlight? I have read that when the sun gets to a certain point of lowness in the sky, you

stop receiving near-infrared light (which makes your body produce vitamin D). Something about the slant of the sun's rays in winter

. . . I know in the U.S. that the only people that can get enough sunlight to produce adequate vitamin D live at the 35 degree latitude

or farther south. And even they have to make an effort to get their vitamin D the natural way (through sunlight). I live in the far

north of the U.S. And there is no way I can get enough sunlight. Something to think about researching.
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African people all take a low dose of Ivermectin weekly to combat malaria, a real sickness. This dosage is undoubtedly the reason that

Covid has always been so low.
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Incorrect! Not all African people take Ivermectin. Africa consists of many different countries, with different people, cultures, foods,

health approaches etc.
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